
Spotlight
It was another exciting and dramatic competition for the Artistic Events and       
Airspeed demanded respect putting up impressive scores for 8-Way.
	 the USPA Nationals hosted by Skydive Arizona 	 Thursday, October 26th, 2006

FREESTYLE

1 - Robot Lords 
From Tokyo

2 - Purhell

3 - Flew-Id

SKYSURF

(G) VO3DYK

1 - Looks Like 
Trouble

2 - Skysurf Elsinore

3 - Save the Surfers

FREEFLY Open

1-Spaceland 
Anomoly

2 - VIBE

3 - CK 1 

FREEFLY Intermediate

1 - Solstice

2 -  Synergy

3 - ?

8-Way Open

1-Arizona Airspeed

2 - Golden Nuggets

3 - Paraclete XP

               

8 - Way Intermediate

1-Arizona Old Works

2 - Blovi-8

(G) Ranch Radical (8)

3 - Perris 8-Track

Blues and 
Views
by melissa nelson

Another personal story.

Having grown up around the sport of skydiving, 
I’ve gone through many emotions, losses, triumphs 
and burn outs.  What attracts us to this sport?  How 
do we grow through the tough times in the sport?  
How do we deal with the highs and lows?  Ulti-
mately, why do we stay?

The Dream

I’m going to speak for myself here as so many of us get 
into and treat skydiving in different ways. I was born 
into a life of traveling around the country with my 
mom, little brother and dad (who was a 2nd genera-
tion skydiver).  I grew up in the camaraderie of the 
sport - a lot of hugs, overflowing plastic beer cups, 

watching videos and talking story of extraordinary 
jumps and bar stories. 

Arizona Airspeed

1st Place 8-Way Open
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Before you knew it I grew up and became a sky-
diver.  I remember falling in love with the excite-
ment and of course, the people.  I began competing, 
instructing and organizing at events.  There was a 
point when I thought, “I’ve arrived.”  I was living 
my dream and proud of all my accomplishments.   

Growing Up

After time had passed there was this lurking feeling 
that something was missing.  The excitement and 
newness of everything had worn off.  Skydiving 
was going great, but it was time for changes and 
‘growing up’.  

I had to grow through loosing friends and family to 
the something that I loved.  I had to realize that I 
dealt with all my emotions by staying busy in the 
sport.  When I lost a boyfriend I would jump harder, 
when I was sad I walked out the door and got on a 
load, when I didn’t know what my purpose in life 
was I would go fly.  I would jump out of the air-
plane and feel free.  Skydiving has been this mysti-
cal healing outlet for me.  

Then there were times that I didn’t want to be 
around people.  There were the times I didn’t want 
anyone to know me.  There were times when I wish 
I was as eager as I was when I traveled away from 
my Home DZ for the first time.  I felt burnt out 
(which has happened several times over the years). I 
still don’t know where these feeling come from, 
however I had to learn to let go of expectations, 
embrace destiny (and accept it), tame my ego and 
gain awareness on the ground as I had in the air.  I 
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also had to learn how to just breathe on the ground 
as I had learned in the sky.   And take it all one day 
at a time - one moment at a time.

This takes a lot of practice and courage for me be-
cause I get so caught up in what others are doing.  I 
forget that I have my own journey.  I’ve realized that 
you cannot have what I have, however you can 
have what you have.  And what we get is our own 
magic.    

And these ‘burn-outs’ are only cycles of our own 
growth as individuals who skydive.  Skydiving 
doesn’t change, the risks are still the same - it’s us 
who grows and changes.  

So if skydiving is awesome to you, this too shall 
pass.  If you’re feeling burnt out, this too shall pass.  

I’ve gone through many huge changes in my life 
over the past few years.  And I’ll answer the ques-
tion of why we ultimately stay in the sport (my 
opinion) - because of the people and mostly, I love 
to jump out of perfectly good airplanes period.

* * * * 

Let’s meet a man behind the scenes 
in what I believe makes Nationals an 
interactive event that brings those at 
home into the action.  The man be-
hind Omni Skore.

TIM WAGNER

Home DZ:  Skydive Arizona
Jumps:  5950
JOB:  Omni Skore - There’s so many 
things he does, how do you title it?
How did Omni Skore get created?
- Ted [Wagner] created it in 1994, first 
as a graphics for spectators.  Then he 
modified and enhanced it to a full 
scoring system including graphics. (I 
was still in the Army when Omni 
Skore was created.)  I got involved in 

1996 and my side of Omni Skore was 
putting all the information on the 
internet.  It evolved over time.  We 
then added scores, team photos then 
blogs and it reached the point to 
where it is today.  
- Since 1997 at Perris, Omni Skore 
has been on-site.  Everywhere Omni 
Skore went, I went as well.
- It started out as something I did for 
family and friends at home and it be-
came huge and popular and it be-
came something I did.  
- Results were generated instantly 
and people at home would know the 
winners before the teams!
Do you like doing Omni Skore?
- I love doing it.  I love trying to make 
Nationals look good.
What’s the future of Omni Skore?
- That’s a difficult question to answer.  
I’m looking forward to seeing VFS - to 
see if it’s judged objectively like FS 
without repeated viewing.  An obsta-
cle would be if it’s judged like AE.  I’m 
interested in seeing how it plays out.  
It’s fun to watch and participate.
How important is Omni Skore?
- That’s a question for the host and 
competitors.  I like to think my job is 
important.  I’ve grown into the Omni 
Skore.  I get e-mails like, ‘nationals 
wouldn’t be the same without you,’ 
which is humbling, but it makes me 
want to do this every year I can.
Shout Out - “To Momma Waz for your 
awesome fried chicken!”

Ever wonder why they call this Sky-
dive Arizona local “Nine Toes?”  Well, 
we won’t disclose that information 
here, but we’ll get a closer look to this 
fun loving character.

CRAIG “Nine Toes” AMRINE

Home DZ:  Skydive Arizona
Jumps:  8000
Car Accidents:  2
Skydiving Accidents:  2
Cutaways:  7
TEAM:  Guano, 4-Way VRW 
(Camera)
Past Accomplishments:  Freefly 
Coach for Arizona Freeflight, Com-
peted at National and World Level 
both as camera flyer and performer 
for Freestyle and Skysurf, Freefly Ex-
hibition
How many team training jumps do 
you have?
- Zero.  We hope to do 6 today. 
Why do you like freeflying over all 
other disciplines?
- For me it’s a sense of freedom.  To 
do things in the air that has never 
been done before.  It’s the open na-
ture of what freeflying is all about - 
ignoring traditional boundries.
What about VRW?  
- I love it.  It’s the new direction of 
Freefly.  It removes the frustration of 
judging.
What do you think is the future for 
AE events?
- It’s difficult to say.  If Freestyle and 
Skysurf continues to provide an outlet 
that reaches another audience it will 
take a cycle.  They are exclusive free-
fall dives and Skysurf has a shallow 
learning curve - so something has to 
happen.
AMY “the prophet” Chmelecki in-
terupts to add:
- A few leaders will merge and de-
velop a new platform for AE and it will 
evolve on another plane to exist.  
Freefly is a stepping stone to 4-Way 
VRW.  I foresee Freestyle to grow and 
Skysurf disappearing.
What is your favorite part abou
Other Hobbies:
- Acupuncture, Yoga and Material 
Scientist
Who is your skydiving role model?
- [laughing] Tim Strause
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WEATHER
(According to www.Weather.com)

TODAY 10.26
*  Sunny
*  High 78F;  Low 49F
*  Winds - N 8 mph to NE 6 mph

TOMORROW 10.27
*  Sunny
*  High 83F;  Low 52F
*  Winds - NE 7 mph to NE 5 
mph
*  SUNRISE:  6:40 a.m.
*  SUNSET:  5:40 p.m.

SATURDAY 10.28.06
*  Sunny
*  High 85F;  Low 52F
*  Winds NE 6 mph to 3 mph
*  SUNRISE:  6:41 a.m.
*  SUNSET:  5:39 p.m.

* * * * 

Coming Up

16-Way and 4-Way VRW com-
petitors must register by 5 p.m. 
tonight.  Briefing and draw will 
be approximately one hour af-
terwards (times will be an-
nounced at the close of registra-
tion) in the main hangar.  

These are the last events to 
take place for the 2006 USPA 
Nationals.  

Closing Ceremonies and 
Awards Banquet

Saturday, October 28
Begins at 6:30 p.m. at the DC-3 
hangar.  Dinner served at 7 p.m. 
The party will be at the Bent 
Prop Circus Tent and bring your 

Halloween costumes and dance 
to DJ Lupita all night long!!

* * * *

Corrections:
To the last few issues of the 
Daily Spotlight

Photos provided by Travis Mill 
(not Hill).  ~ sorry about that!

* * * *

The Goods
(The hear-say on the DZ)

1 - Chris Wagner has won 14 Gold 
Medals in 8-Way - 2 at European Na-
tionals, 3 at World Meets, 2 at World 
Cups and 7 at US Nationals (not to 
mention plenty of other 
medals in other events).  
This will be his first 
bronze in 8-Way this 
year.  
PS- He says he did not 
swoop the Accuracy tuf-
fet (he was 10 feet away 
and it was a great 
swoop).

2 - A member of Skydive 
Arizona staff had to re-
move a male and female 
early this morning from 
the Style and Accuracy 
landing area who were 
apparently inventing 
their own competition - 
the Horizontal Tango in a sleeping 
bag!!

3 - Scott Smith had lost his board on 
Round 5 of Skysurf.  On Round 6 he 
borrowed a wrong-footed board and 
decided he didn’t want to use it again.  
On Round 7 he used Jonathan Tagle 
as a human surf board - the video is 
comedy!!

4 - Amy Chmelecki and Melissa Nel-
son are organizing the 3rd Women’s 
Vertical World Record Attempt in Oc-
tober 2007 in Eloy, Arizona.  (For 
more information e-mail the girls at 
w_v_w_r@yahoo.com.)

* * * *

WILMAR CASTANO
Who’s going to win?
- Solstice for Intermediate Freefly
- CK1 for Freefly Open
- AZ Arsenal 4-Way VRW

* * * *
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* * * *

SHOUT OUT

“To Jon Pinyon from son Sam - “Goo 
blah hana wub cooo dada.  (Transla-
tion:  Good luck, I love you daddy!”)

- Sam (and Stephanie) Pinyon
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BEFORE

AFTER
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Well 10-Way will be finished today 
and hopefully the rest of the CRW 
events.  It’s definitely seeming to wind 
down, however the excitement now 
seems to be drawing towards the 4-
Way VRW event coming up tomorrow.

Stay tuned to www.OmniSkore.com 
where YOU can be the first to know 
who’s winning!

* * * *

A big thank you to Eric Deren and Kim 
Pothuisje for their contributions to the 
Daily Spotlight.

A few more issues remain, if you have 
an idea or want to add your “Shout 
Out”, let me know!  
SDASpotlight@yahoo.com.

* * * *

SAVE SKYSURFING!

* * * *

Blue skies, fly safe and have fun!
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